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Our Journey

BeefLedger Export 
Smart Contract Project

(2018-2020) 

Smart Trade Hubs 
Project

(2020-2023) 

Blockchain and IoT for 
beef supply chain 

traceability and the value 
of product provenance

Blockchain and distributed 
infrastructure for asset registration 
and tracking as well as credentialed 

trade and finance



Supply Chain Transparency vs Integrity

Supply chain 
transparency

Supply chain 
integrity

Disclose information about an 
agent’s operations at each link 
of the chain and how products 
are distributed to consumers

Adhere to good practice of 
being honest and show a 
consistent dedication to 
integrity in supply chains

Accountability resulted from transparent 
decision processes and behaviours to others 
could force companies to behave with integrity

Collection and sharing of relevant information 
pertaining to supply chain activities



Is Distributed Ledger Technology a nature fit for supply chains?

Distributed ledger technology is a digital system for recording 
transaction information across locations by multiple actors.

➢ It gives information control – access, validate and record –
to the user and promotes transparency and integrity

➢ It is a solution for Know-Your-Supplier (KYS) and know-Your-
Customer (KYC)

Supply chains often involve geographical dispersed actors from production to consumption

➢ It is featured by decentralised and distributed management in a multi-actor environment



Blockchain Technology for Supply Chains 

Various proof-of-concept (PoC) work and experimental use 
cases have been reported to design and implement 
blockchain-based supply chains across industries 

Blockchain is one form of distributed ledger technology that uses cryptography to 
store data in each block and therefore provide more confidence in data integrity. 

Supply chains are one of the promising areas of blockchain 
application with a focus on improving traceability, visibility, 
transparency and integrity. 

Research has shown the potential of blockchain for transforming various aspects of supply chain



Challenges for Blockchain-enabled Supply Chains 

Blockchain applications to a multi-stakeholder supply chain 
can generate a large amount of data and increase the issue of 
data storage cost and efficiency. 

The rise of off-chain data storage. However, a proper 
disclosure of off-chain decision-making processes is often 
lacking, which can jeopardise transparency, compliance and 
integrity expectations. 

Existing use cases largely build on the on-chain governance rules developed for 
cryptocurrency blockchains to record and store some critical data points. 

Current on-chain governance rules cannot ensure the authenticity of information registered 
into a blockchain network, which could lead to the garbage in and garbage out issues 



Integrating On-chain and Off-chain Governance

On-chain governance has formal 
and rigid coding structures that 
restrict the system’s flexibility to 
react to unforeseen 
circumstances.

However, they are criticised for allowing miners and developers to play the role in coordinating 
and achieving consensus between stakeholders in off-chain governance.

Bitcoin and Ethereum are two typical examples that use a combination of offline coordination and 
online code modifications to implement update changes. 

Off-chain governance has less 
formal and unstructured 
formats that can complement 
the weakness of on-chain 
governance.



An Integrated On-chain and Off-chain Governance

Our approach is prototype, deployment and learning by doing. 
Our PoC work is working in progress

Deployed on Polygon/Matic network

Multi-sig for off-chain decision-making processes 

Deployed on Ethereum Mainnet

Multi-sig for data proposal and validation

Based on the problems identified previously, 
we co-develop an integrated on-chain and 
off-chain governance for supply chain 
transparency and integrity

Multi-sig mechanism 
for track, trace and 

trade

On-chain 
governance

Off-chain 
governance

Smart 
Trade 

Networks



An Integrated On-chain and Off-chain Governance Architecture



Proof-of Concept (PoC) Design and Implementation

Poc Design 

The off-chain governance mechanism is built with the 
multisig smart contract user interface on the 
Polygon/Matic network that allows supply chain 
members to finalise off-chain rules. 

The on-chain governance mechanism is designed with the 

multisig smart contract user interface on the Smart Trade 

Network (STN) blockchain that enables supply chain actors 

to set on-chain transaction rules.

Poc Implementation: Illustrated with an Australian beef supply chain.



PoC and User Interface for Off-chain Governance



PoC and Use Interface for On-chain Governance



Contributions and a Way Forward

Research Contribution

• Technical contributions: The development of multisig
smart contracts and a compatible network to 
accommodate two different blockchain networks for an 
integrated on-chain and off-chain governance

• Theoretical Contribution: Blockchain governance for 
supply chain transparency and integrity management 

• The proof-of-work makes use of MetaMask to bridges two different blockchain networks for on-
chain and off-chain integration. 

• The Design and evaluation of cross-chain architecture that can enable more effective and cost-
effective communications between two or more independent blockchain networks. 

• Practical implementation with supply chain stakeholders.

Limitations and Future Research
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